Form: Right to use my image

I, the undersigned __________________________________________________________,
hereby authorise LuxDoc a.s.b.l and the University of Luxembourg to use and share my full name and the
video I sent to them for the “LuxDoc 3MT” competition I am participating in, on the University’s and
LuxDoc websites, on social media and video platforms (e.g. Facebook, Instagram), and on advertising
platforms (print and web).
LuxDoc (27, rue des cigales, 1336 Luxembourg) and Luxembourg University (2 Avenue de l’Université, L4365 Esch-sur-Alzette) are joint-controllers in the meaning of the General Data Protection Regulation
2016/679 (hereafter “GDPR”). Both institutions will process the said data for longer period than the duration
of the competition on websites and social media platforms for archiving purposes. This excludes any
commercial activities.
The processing of my personal data is based on my consent (art 6.1. (a) of the General Data Protection
Regulation 2016/679).
 I am informed that, according to the GPDR, I have the right to access, rectify and delete my
personal data. This enables me, if necessary, to oppose the publication of my video authorised
above at a later stage by contacting the LuxDoc a.s.b.l. committee.
 I am informed that I can lodge a complaint with the national data protection commission (CNPD)
should I consider the processing of my personal data an infringement of my rights.
 I am informed that information on my rights and procedures to follow are described on
https://www.uni.lu/university/data_protection and https://cnpd.public.lu .
Furthermore,
 I agree not to hold the University of Luxembourg or LuxDoc as joint controllers responsible for a
possible change of framing, colour or density, which may occur during reproduction.
 I declare that I am 18 years of age or over and competent to sign this form on my own behalf.
 I am informed that my video may be stored after the competition, including on social media, for
archiving purposes.
 I understand that I am uploading my video to YouTube, where it will be publicly accessible. I agree
not to hold the University of Luxembourg or LuxDoc responsible for any uses of the video that are
not associated with the 3MT competition
For any questions or queries regarding personal data processing I can contact the Data Protection Officer of
the University on dpo@uni.lu. The LuxDoc a.s.b.l. committee can be contacted at luxdoc@uni.lu.

Read and approved,

____________________
(Date and signature)
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